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Unit I

1. (a) How the information system aids the

management of an organization in making

effective decisions ? Explain. 12

(b) Describe the role of human factor in the

success of an information system. 8

2. (a) Write four challenges and four benefits

of implementation of computer based
information systems CBIS ? 10

(b) Write major connectivity standards for

networking and internet. How are the firms

being benefitted by internet ? 10

Unit II

3. Give a detailed strategy for the development and

implementation of a sales and marketing

information system for a firm dealing in dairy

products. 20

4. As a student of a four year undergraduate course

you migh have encountered some problems with

the finance and account information system of
your Institute/University. Critically analyze the

system if it is in place or propose a new system

to handle all the financial activity of your

institute.

Unit III

5. How can the competitive forces, information

partnerships and network economics be used to

identify the strategies at business level ?

6. List any three methods of information gathering.

Write the advantages and disadvantages of each.

Unit IV

7. Write the steps of the procedure to develop an

e-commerce business application for a garment

firm. Give a post implementation plan to beat

the competition.

8. List and describe the challenges faced during

the development and implementation of

international information systems as compared

to local information systems.
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